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CASE STUDY 1

North Ayrshire District Council (NADC) are the first 
Council in Scotland to install crane lift Underground 
Refuse Systems (URS).

The ASN, new school build project was limited on 
space and the use of URS bins granted more room 
for classrooms. Contenur UK proposed the use of URS 
bins to mitigate the space constraints and worked 
closely with NADC and Morrison Construction to 
deliver the project. This URS system is the first of its 
type in Scotland with NADC pioneering their use. 
Others are now following suit and crane lift URS will 
become much more commonplace across Scotland.

Key point:

Fill level sensors – The council can see online how 
full the containers are in real-time, saving money 
& time, no more wasted trips to empty, nearly 
empty containers.

FILL LEVEL SENSORS

NORTH AYRSHIRE 
DISTRICT COUNCIL
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Vastint UK (part of the IKEA group) are redeveloping a 
dilapidated corner of East London with plans to turn 
disused wasteland in to 26 acres of vibrant, modern 
community living and office space. The Sugarhouse 
Island project is a mixed use 26 acre site that is tight 
on space and Vastint knew that a new approach for 
waste collection was needed to maximise the space 
and fit with their vision for the project.

Contenur UK worked with the design team from day 
1 to introduce Underground Refuse Systems (URS) to 
maximise collection capacity and free up important 
space for housing. The project incorporates 65 
individual URS bins and provides the project and the 
London Borough of Newham an efficient legacy for 
waste collection for the next 20 years.

Key point:

Bespoke adjustable angle walk-on platform to 
suit paving fall

CASE STUDY 2

BESPOKE ADJUSTABLE ANGLE WALK-ON PLATFORM 
TO SUIT PAVING FALL

VASTINT
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Contenur UK was chosen to partner the University 
of Edinburgh to pioneer Europe’s largest installation 
of hydraulic Underground Refuse Systems (URS) 
in to their student accommodation project at the 
Holyrood campus.

This ambitious project had many challenges due to 
the hilly location and limited access around the site. 
URS bins were chosen to integrate waste disposal 
in to the pedestrian areas and avoid the need for 
traditional bin stores that were considered unsightly 
and couldn’t be positioned evenly across the site. 
URS bins are now part of the street scene and allow 
students to dispose of waste all around the campus.

CASE STUDY 3

ENGINEERED SOLUTION FOR A SEVERELY SLOPING SITE

UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH


